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Helping businesses to leverage the Internet
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					About Us                                    


                
					We work with our clients on an in-house-out basis over the long-term to develop and seize opportunities presented by the Internet.                                    

				  In-house ...

We are a critical resource, relied on like your in-house team ...


In-house means that we work as an integral part of the client's business function. We have an intimate knowledge of their business and a close relationship with their team based on openness and trust.

... out

... but we are not actually part of the company

Out means that we retain the benefits of being an out-sourced service: external location and perspective, no overhead costs and available on-tap.

Partnership

We consider our relationship with our clients to be more like a partnership than a service provider role. As well as the implications of closeness, there is a strong idea of commitment to a long-term relationship for mutual benefit.

In addition, as with a true partnership, we will consider sharing the risk, where we believe the opportunity is ripe and / or we are better placed to take that risk than a client.
                read more
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								PT Direct

								From website provider to business owner. BarnesGraham's relationship with PT Direct started when we financed the development of a new website. Today we run the business.
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								Precision Broking

								In 2007, we developed a bespoke online shop for Precision Broking to sell Public Liability insurance to production service crew. This year we expect to managed 3 insurance platforms operating in 6 countries.
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								Drinks Brokers

								Drinks Brokers was one of our first clients. Since 2003 we have developed a dozen websites, 2 online brands, an unique online proposition, SEO and PPC campaigns and content marketing.
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								Shipton Mill

								We have worked with Shipton Mill since 2005, when we developed their first website. We have been integral to the development of their online marketing strategy and the growth of their online shop, developing content marketing, traffic generation and comms
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								Shipton Mill
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								In partnership

								In combination with Codeshore's technical excellence, Stone Design's creative flair, Brand New Way's marketing acumen and Net-Mentor's content generation, we have been developed and supported websites for a wide variety of clients.
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	Brand New Way
	Net Mentor
	Stone Design



                
                


								  CodeShore

								  CodeShore's Rio Majer has been integral to BarnesGraham for over 10 years. He brings exceptional knowledge of Internet technology, a fantastic web platform and total dedication to the cause. I know you can build your business around him, because I did!

								   https://codeshore.london
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								  Brand New Way

								  We have worked closely with Peter Hawtin's Brand New Way for over 10 years, developing our complimentary skill-sets side-by-side. Peter is an email and search expert and we use him for all of our in-house and client work.

								   https://www.brandnewway.com
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											Under construction

										

									

								  

								


								  Net Mentor

								  NetMentor's Peter Brill is our go-to-man for content and PR. We have worked with him for over 10 years and are consistently impressed with his strategic acumen as well as his content.

								   https://www.net-mentor.com
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								  Stone Design

								  Andy Stone is an exceptional creative director. He really understands his clients' needs and his creative invariably exceed their (and my) expectation. We haven't gone to another designer in over 5 years.
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              Contact

              
				
				  For us, it's all about the relationship

If you're interested in working together, please call Tom on 0117 992 7210 or get in touch using the form below, so we can set up a meeting to explore how we can work together.
			  	

                
                
                  Barnes Graham Limited
Coopers Farm
Newton
Thornbury
Bristol BS35 1LG

                  Tel: (+44) 0117 992 7210
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